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Summary
Monkey electrophysiology [1, 2] suggests that the activity of
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) helps regulate reinforce-
ment learning and motivated behavior, in part by broad-
casting prediction error signals throughout the reward sys-
tem. However, electrophysiological studies do not allow
causal inferences regarding the activity of VTA neurons
with respect to these processes because they require artifi-
cial manipulation of neuronal firing. Rodent studies fulfilled
this requirement by demonstrating that electrical and opto-
genetic VTA stimulation can induce learning and modulate
downstream structures [3–7]. Still, the primate dopamine
system has diverged significantly from that of rodents, ex-
hibiting greatly expanded and uniquely distributed cortical
and subcortical innervation patterns [8]. Here, we bridge
the gap between rodent perturbation studies and monkey
electrophysiology using chronic electrical microstimulation
of macaque VTA (VTA-EM). VTA-EM was found to reinforce
cue selection in an operant task and to motivate future cue
selection using a Pavlovian paradigm. Moreover, by com-
bining VTA-EM with concurrent fMRI, we demonstrated
that VTA-EM increased fMRI activity throughout most of
the dopaminergic reward system. These results establish a
causative role for primate VTA in regulating stimulus-spe-
cific reinforcement and motivation as well as in modulating
activity throughout the reward system.
Results
VTA-EM Reinforces Operant Behavior
Experiment 1
The firing pattern of ventral tegmental area (VTA) neurons
is consistent with their putative function in reinforcement
learning and motivational behavior [1, 2, 9]. Establishing a
causal role for the primate VTA in such processes, however,
has been hampered by a lack of targeted focal perturbation
studies. We therefore developed an MRI-guided method to
perform chronic electrical microstimulation of VTA (VTA-EM)
in nonhuman primates (see Supplemental Experimental Pro-
cedures available online). We used perioperative high-resolu-
tion imaging (Figure 1A; Movie S1) to direct the insertion of a
guide tube and a microwire electrode array [10] and to confirm
the final positioning of the electrodes (Figure 1B). After elec-
trode implantation, we tested whether VTA-EM played a*Correspondence: wim@nmr.mgh.harvard.educausal role in positive reinforcement by using an operant con-
ditioning paradigm. All procedures were approved by the KU
Leuven Committee on Animal Care and are in accordance
with NIH and European guidelines for the care and use of
laboratory animals.
Monkeys first performed a baseline cue preference test
measuring their preferences between two simultaneously pre-
sented visual cues in a free-choice task. In each session, a new
set of cueswas used. Individual trials beganwith a randomized
wait period (1,000–1,500 ms) during which the monkey was
required to fixate on a centrally positioned white square. After
this, the white square was removed, and two visual cues
appeared simultaneously on the left and on the right side of
the screen (Figure 2A). Monkeys were allowed to freely select
one of the two cues by saccading to their choice. To motivate
cue selection, we rewarded 50% of all saccades with juice
(0.07 ml). Critically, juice reward probabilities were equalized
across cue positions (left or right) and cue identity (cue A or
cue B) and, hence, were completely independent of the mon-
key’s choice (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
For consistency across sessions, the preferred and non-
preferred cues during the baseline test were deemed cue A
and B, respectively. After the baseline preference test was
completed, we began a cue B-VTA-EM block in which 50%
of all cue B selections were followed by VTA-EM. VTA-EM con-
sisted of a 200 ms train of bipolar stimulation pulses (200 Hz;
650 mA–1 mA; two VTA electrodes; electrical microstimulation
[EM] parameters, except the current, were identical for exper-
iments 1–3). Importantly, to determine whether VTA-EM rein-
forced preceding actions, we performed VTA-EM 32–48 ms
after cue selection (Figure 2B). Juice rewards were given in
50% of the trials but were entirely independent of VTA-EM,
cue identity, and cue position. After the cue B-VTA-EM block,
we began pairing VTA-EM with cue A selections (by using the
paradigm explained above) and stopped pairing VTA-EM with
cue B selections (cue A-VTA-EM block).
To quantify the monkey’s cue selection behavior, we
calculated a cue preference index: ([cue B selections 2 cue
A selections]/[cue B selections + cue A selections]). This index
ranges from 1 to 21, indicating a total preference for cue B or
A, respectively. Cue preference indices taken from example
sessions of monkey 1 (M1) andM3 (Figures 2C and 2D) provide
clear evidence that the subject’s preference for the cue asso-
ciated with VTA-EM increased during the cue-VTA-EM blocks.
Furthermore, these data indicate that the shift in cue prefer-
ence was largest during the later stages of an EM block, as
expected after repeated reinforcement. To quantify these
effects, we split the data into the first and second half of
each block (baseline, cue A- and cue B-VTA-EM) and calcu-
lated the mean cue preference during each half block.
Because the effect of VTA-EM on cue preference was most
evident during the second half of EM blocks (i.e., after the
value of both cues could be sampled repeatedly), the mean
cue preference during the second half of each block was
compared across sessions. The mean cue preference of
both M1 and M3 (Figures S1A and S1C) showed a main effect
of block (Friedman test, p < 0.05). Comparison of themean cue
preference during the second half of blocks from M1 and M3
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Figure 1. MRI-Guided Guide Tube and Electrode Implantation
(A) Triplanar cross-section of T1-weighted anatomical image acquired dur-
ing guide tube insertion. Hypointensity induced by guide tube (see Movie
S1) was used to estimate guide tube trajectory and position during surgery
(blue cylinder). Estimated VTA target projected from the trajectory of the
guide tube (red sphere).
(B) Postoperative T1-weighted anatomical image used to confirm the final
electrode position. This transverse slice was the most ventral to exhibit
hypointensity from the electrode. The inset displays an expanded view of
the midbrain and electrode with the substantia nigra [SN] outlined.
See also Movie S1.
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1348demonstrates the consistency of the VTA-EM effect across
sessions (Figures 2E and 2F). Next, we hypothesized that the
preference for the VTA-EM-associated cue should increase
as a function of timewithin an EMblock because positive feed-
back should occur between VTA-EM reinforcement and
increased cue selection. Therefore, we calculated the correla-
tion between elapsed time within a cue-VTA-EM block and
preference for the cue associated with VTA-EM. Both M1
(mean r = 0.55, SEM r = 0.15, p = 0.03) and M3 (mean r =
0.47, SEM r = 0.06, p = 6.59 3 1026) exhibited a significant
positive correlation (sign-rank test, p < 0.05) across blocks,
confirming the hypothesis that cue preference increases as a
function of time (Figures S1B and S1D).
In an effort to better understand the effect of juice and VTA-
EM reinforcement on trial-by-trial cue selection behavior,
we utilized Kalman filter learning models (http://www.cs.bris.
ac.uk/home/rafal/rltoolbox/; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures) [11, 12]. For each monkey, two separate learning
models were generated. One model used juice administration
as the reward input, whereas the other model used VTA-EM.
The other parameters of the model were assumed to be free.
These free parameters were then fit to each subject’s trial-
by-trial cue selection behavior in order to maximize the likeli-
hood of explaining the animal’s observed behavior (Table
S1). We found that the models utilizing VTA-EM as the reward
input provided a better fit for the cue selection behavior (seeAkaike information criterion [AIC] calculation in Supplemental
Experimental Procedures) of both M1 (DAIC = 9.6, AICweight =
121.5) and M3 (DAIC = 152.6, AICweight = 1.37 3 10
33). Thus,
VTA-EM reinforcement explains trial-by-trial cue selection
behavior better than juice administration, despite the same
frequency of juice and VTA-EM events following the VTA-
EM-associated cue. The better fit of VTA-EM reinforcement
likely results from transition periods when the relative fre-
quency of reinforcement events are exactly balanced between
cues for juice, but not VTA-EM, predicting the subsequent shift
in cue preference. We next examined the SD of the diffusion
(sd) parameter to infer learning rates because larger sd values
lead to higher learning rates. Juice models for M1 andM3were
found to display higher sd values. This indicates that cue
selection was more sensitive to juice administration in recent
trials, whereas reinforcement from VTA-EM events was inte-
grated over longer periods of time. Next, the exploration (i.e.,
inverse temperature) parameter was compared between the
two reinforcers because higher values indicate less-noisy se-
lections (i.e., more-frequent selection of the high-value cue
as calculated by the model). The larger exploration parameter
of the VTA-EMmodels for both M1 and M3 therefore indicated
that cue selection behavior was less noisy when VTA-EM rein-
forcement was modeled. Thus, the Kalman filter learning
models confirmed in both animals that VTA-EM reinforcement
better accounted for trial-by-trial cue selection behavior while
indicating that VTA-EM reinforcement was integrated over
longer time periods and was used to exploit the high-value
cue more often, relative to equiprobable juice reinforcement.
Pavlovian Cue-VTA-EM Associations Motivate Future Cue
Selection
Experiment 2
We developed a paradigm to assess whether Pavlovian cue-
VTA-EM associations would motivate cue selection during a
subsequent instrumental task. Importantly, within this para-
digm there was no direct relationship between actions and
VTA-EM during the association block or between the cue
and VTA-EM during the instrumental block. Therefore, this
paradigm offers insight into the motivational function of VTA-
EM because it assesses whether a cue acquires incentive
motivation during a Pavlovian association [13, 14]. This para-
digm began with a 400-trial baseline cue preference test
identical to the baseline test performed in experiment 1 in
the absence of VTA-EM (Figure 3A). After this test, the subject
was exposed to a 20 min Pavlovian cue-VTA-EM association
block. Within this block, the subject performed a passive fixa-
tion task to obtain a juice reward (0.03 ml) every 800–1,200 ms
while every 3,500–6,000 ms, one of the two visual cues was
randomly presented. VTA-EM occurred 400 ms into every
500 ms presentation of the initially nonpreferred cue B. During
this block, cue A was presented as often as cue B but never
coupled with VTA-EM. After this Pavlovian association block,
an identical 400-trial cue preference test was performed. If
animal performance permitted, we performed another 20 min
Pavlovian association block in which the VTA-EM-coupled
cue was switched to cue A. This was followed by another
400-trial cue preference test block.
Cue preference indices from example sessions in M2 (Fig-
ure 3B) and M3 (Figure 3C) demonstrate an increased prefer-
ence for cue B following the cue B-VTA-EM Pavlovian associ-
ation block. After the subsequent cue A-VTA-EM association
block, there was another shift in cue preference toward the
cue previously associated with VTA-EM. To quantify the effect
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Figure 2. VTA-EM Reinforces Cue Selection in Experiment 1
(A) Four pseudorandomized, equiprobable trial types used in the free-choice
visual cuepreference test.Newpairsofcueswereused ineachsession. Juice
reward probability was equalized across cue position and cue identity.
(B) Timing schematic of cue presentation, eye movements, juice reward
(100 ms, 50% of trials), and VTA-EM (200 ms, 50% of selections of VTA-
associated cue during cue-VTA-EM blocks). Juice and VTA-EM occurred
32–48 ms after cue selection.
(C andD) Cue preference index ([cue B selections – cue A selections])/(cueB
selections + cue A selections]) during a single-example session of the oper-
ant task for subjects M1 (C) and M3 (D). Cue preference index was calcu-
lated in bins of 100 and 200 trials for M1 and M3, respectively. Color of
data points denotes the cue selection followed by VTA-EM on 50% of the
trials (gray: no VTA-EM; red: cue B-VTA-EM; green: cue A-VTA-EM). VTA-
EM consisted of a 200 ms train of bipolar stimulation pulses (200 Hz;
650 mA [M1], 1 mA [M3]; two VTA electrodes stimulated simultaneously).
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1349of cue-VTA-EM associations on cue preference, the mean cue
preference before an association block was compared to the
mean cue preference after an association block. For consis-
tency across these pairs of cue preference test blocks, the
cue associated with VTA-EM during the intervening associa-
tion block was designated cue B. We found that both M2
and M3 (Figures S2A and S2B) exhibited a significantly
increased preference for cue B after cue B-VTA-EM (sign-
rank test, p < 0.05). Examination of the mean cue preference
between the two preference tests demonstrates the consis-
tency of the VTA-EM effect in experiment 2 for M2 and M3
(Figures 3D and 3E). This cue-specific effect is comparable
to specific Pavlovian instrumental transfer (PIT) [15–17]
because both paradigms demonstrate that incentive motiva-
tion acquired through Pavlovian association can be selectively
transferred to an instrumental task. Importantly, to encourage
responses, from which cue-selective effects could be moni-
tored, the postassociation instrumental task was performed
with 50% juice reward probability andwas not under extinction
as is characteristic for traditional PIT paradigms. Thus, our
paradigm was not well suited to examine the general form of
PIT during which general increases in vigor are displayed
[15–17]. Nonetheless, because subjects could respond imme-
diately after visual cue presentation, we examined changes in
reaction times (RT) as an indicator of vigor. No significant
change in the RT (sign-rank test, p > 0.25) for preference tests
performed before and after Pavlovian association blocks
was found for both M2 (n = 6 pairs of blocks, p = 1.00) and
M3 (n = 28 pairs of blocks, p = 0.265). In general, experiment
2 demonstrated that cue-VTA-EM associations allowed a cue
to gain incentive motivation leading to its increased selection
during a subsequent operant task.
VTA-EM Increases fMRI Activity in the Dopaminergic
Reward Network
The dopaminergic reward network consists of structures that
receive dense dopaminergic innervation and respond to
reward-related tasks. Comparison of a meta-analysis of 142
human fMRI studies of reward processing [18] and primate
dopamine receptor innervation [19, 20] reveals the nucleus ac-
cumbens (NA), caudate, putamen, thalamus, orbitofrontal cor-
tex (OFC), anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and
prefrontal cortex (PFC) asmajor nodes in this network. In addi-
tion, the hippocampus and the amygdala also exhibit reward
responses and strong dopaminergic connections [20]. Human
fMRI studies have found that nodes within the dopaminergic
reward network, such as the ventral striatum and OFC, exhibit
modulations in functional activity that correlate with similar
reward prediction error signals as coded by the phasic activity
of dopamine neurons [21, 22]. This correlative evidence sug-
gests that reward activity within these regions may be driven,
in part, by phasic VTA responses. Nonetheless, the distributed
network of structures modulated by phasic changes in VTA
activity has not been causally investigated in primates. To do
so, we utilized combined VTA-EM fMRI [23].
During the scanning procedure, juice rewards (0.03 ml)
were administered every 800–1,200 ms to maintain fixation(E and F) Mean cue preference indices during the second half of each block
type for each full session performed by M1 (E) and M3 (F). Green lines
denote a session with a consistent trend for increased preference for the
cue reinforced with VTA-EM, whereas red lines represent the opposite
trend.
See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Figure 3. Pavlovian Cue-VTA-EM Association Motivates Future Cue Selec-
tion in Experiment 2
(A–C) Paradigm consisted of a 20 min Pavlovian cue-VTA-EM association
block surrounded by two cue preference test blocks (no VTA-EM) (A). During
the Pavlovian association block, the monkey performed a passive fixation
task (0.03 ml of juice every 800–1,200 ms) while only one of the two visual
cues (500 ms presentation) shown every 3,500–6,000 ms was temporally
associated with VTA-EM (400 ms into cue presentation; bipolar; 200 ms;
200 Hz; 1 mA; two VTA electrodes stimulated simultaneously). The cue pref-
erence index from cue preference tests was calculated in bins of 100 trials
from single-example sessions performed by M2 (B) and M3 (C). Color of
data points denotes the preceding Pavlovian association block (gray: no
VTA-EM; red: cue B-VTA-EM; green: cue A-VTA-EM).
(D and E) Mean cue preference index values for each pair of blocks per-
formed by M2 (D) and M3 (E). Green lines denote pairs of cue preference
test blocks with a trend for an increased preference of the cue associated
with VTA-EM during the intervening Pavlovian association block, whereas
red lines represent the opposite trend.
See also Figure S2.
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1350behavior, whereas VTA-EM and control trials (no VTA-EM),
used to assess the brain-wide functional effects of VTA-EM,
occurred every 3,900–6,400 ms. To generate a representative
map of the activations elicited by VTA-EM, fMRI data sets
from each subject were first coregistered to the 112 RM-SL
space [24]. A whole-brain, voxel-by-voxel general linear
model analysis was then performed (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). The resultant statistical image
(VTA-EM 2 no VTA-EM, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected,
p = 0.001, cluster size: 10 voxels) reveals a broad network of
activated structures (Figure 4). To quantify the regions acti-
vated by VTA-EM, we determined the volume of overlap
between a large group of anatomical regions of interest
(ROIs) and activated voxels (Table S2A). Activations were
found within many of the nodes of the dopaminergic reward
network discussed above and were predominantly found
ipsilateral to the site of VTA-EM. Interestingly, current levels
used to robustly activate the dopaminergic reward network
(%392 mA) were much weaker than those needed to reinforce
behavior (>650 mA).
To more directly assess the correspondence between the
regions activated by VTA-EM and those activated by a natural
reinforcer, we compared VTA-EM-driven activity to fMRI activ-
ity generated by unexpected juice reward (see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). Because M1 and M2 were not
available for further experiments, we made comparisons
with a separate group of animals (see experiment 2 in [24])
Juice-driven activity was thresholded at the same level as
VTA-EM in Figure 4 (juice 2 fixation, FDR corrected, p =
0.001, cluster size: 10 voxels), and a conjunction analysis
was performed (Figure S3; see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures). All anatomical ROIs displaying direct voxel-to-
voxel colocalization of VTA-EM- and juice-driven activity are
reported in Table S2B (highlighted in red). Several ROIs also
displayed activations in response to both unexpected juice
and VTA-EM but within nonoverlapping voxels (Tables S2A
and S2C, highlighted in green). Despite this lack of an exact
spatial correspondence at voxel level, this analysis demon-
strates that the activation of these anatomical structures
was common to both natural (unexpected juice) and artificial
(VTA-EM) reinforcement. The majority of regions activated
by both VTA-EM and juice (45B [PFC], areas 12 and 13
[OFC], area 24 [ACC], anterior intraparietal [AIP] area, caudate,
gustatory, insula putamen, precentral opercular [PrCO], and
ventral lateral nucleus [VL, thalamus]) were regions found in
a meta-analysis of human reward studies [18] or were regions
found to respond to primary reinforcers [25, 26]. This corre-
spondence confirms that VTA-EM activates most of the struc-
tures typically activated by natural reinforcers. The other
regions displaying juice and VTA-EM activations were mainly
somatosensory and motor and/or premotor regions (areas 1
and 2, area 3a and 3b, frontal area 1 [F], F3, F5a, F5c, rostral
inferior parietal lobule [PF], and secondary somatosensory
cortex [SII]). Although activation of these structures in the
juice experiment could result from the motor component of
juice consumption, there were no differences in the juice
administered temporally surrounding VTA-EM and the no
VTA-EM events (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Interestingly, these regions receive dense dopaminergic
innervation and are affected by dopaminergic modulation
[27, 28]. Lastly, regions driven by juice, but not VTA-EM,
were predominantly found within higher-order visual areas
(dorsal visual area [V4D], inferior lateral intraparietal [LIPi],
fundus of superior temporal [FST], lower superior temporal
Figure 4. fMRI Activations Induced by VTA-EM in
Experiment 3
Group analysis T score maps overlaid on coronal
slices of the 112 RM-SL T1/T2* anatomical vol-
ume (n = 35 runs, M1 = 12 runs, M2 = 5 runs,
M3 = 18 runs, fixed effect analysis, VTA-EM 2
no VTA-EM, FDR corrected, p = 0.001, cluster
size: 10 voxels). VTA-EM consisted of a 200 ms
train of bipolar stimulation pulses (200 Hz;
200ms; 100 mA–392 mA; two VTA electrodes stim-
ulated simultaneously).
The following abbreviationswere used: AIP, ante-
rior intraparietal; cnMD, centromedian nucleus;
Cd, caudate; DO, dorsal opercular; G, gustatory;
GrF, granular frontal; Hc, hippocampus; NA,
nucleus accumbens; PAG, periaqueductal gray;
Pu, putamen; PrCo, precentral opercular; RN,
red nucleus; TPO, temporal parietal occipital;
VL, ventral lateral nucleus.
See also Figure S3 and Table S2.
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1351[LST], dorsal medial superior temporal [MSTd], middle tempo-
ral [MT], posterior inferior temporal cortex [TEO], anterior
temporal cortex [TE], visual area 6 [V6], V6A, middle part of su-
perior temporal polysensory [STPm]) (Table S2C). Activation
of these regions in response to reward has been observed in
previous monkey and human fMRI studies [29, 30]. This sug-
gests that with the stimulation parameters utilized in this
study, VTA-EM has little effect on higher-order visual regions.
Lastly, the voxel-by-voxel analyses revealed that NA, a key
node in the dopaminergic reinforcement network, was acti-
vated by VTA-EM, but not juice. In contrast, an ROI analysis
of the anatomically defined NA revealed stronger activations
by juice (n = 40 runs) than by VTA-EM (n = 35 runs) in left NA
(VTA-EM mean percent signal change [PSC] = 0.09, juice
mean PSC = 0.19, rank-sum test, p = 0.03) and right NA
(VTA-EM mean PSC = 0.14, juice mean PSC = 0.24, rank-
sum test, p = 0.007). This analysis suggests that juice reward
increases fMRI activity more broadly throughout NA, whereas
VTA-EM induced stronger yet more focal activations within
NA. Despite the differences seen between activation maps
generated by VTA-EM and unexpected juice reward, both re-
inforcers recruit a largely overlapping set of structures, many
of them reward-processing structures with dense dopamine
innervation.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that monkey VTA can be accurately
and precisely targeted for chronic EM by using perioperative
MRI guidance. VTA-EM was capable of selectively reinforcing
and motivating behavior during operant and Pavlovian condi-
tioning paradigms. This was demonstrated by an increased
selection of a particular visual cue following the reinforcement
of its selection with VTA-EM (experiment 1) or its previous
Pavlovian coupling with VTA-EM (experiment 2). Therefore,
this work establishes a causal role for primate VTA activity in
the selective assignment of motivational value to visual cues,
thus proving fundamental aspects of the hypothesized func-
tional role of phasic neuronal VTA activity in primate behavior
[1, 2, 13, 31]. Finally, by combining fMRI with simultaneous
VTA-EM, we demonstrated that artificially increased VTA
activity increased fMRI activity throughout most nodes of the
dopaminergic reward network.Comparison with VTA-EM and Optogenetic Stimulation
in Rodents
Many rodent studies havedemonstrated that VTA-EM [4, 7, 32],
unaccompanied by other reinforcers, can reinforce operant
behavior. In contrast, we monitored the behavioral effects of
VTA-EM during tasks that were also reinforced with equiprob-
able juice reward. Juice rewards were employed because pilot
experiments (M1, n = 10 sessions; M2 and M3, n = 1 session)
demonstrated that VTA-EM alone, at least with the parameters
utilized here, was not sufficient to maintain operant behavior.
Consequently, balanced juice rewards were needed to main-
tain task performance, whereas unbalanced VTA-EM was
used to affect cue preference. Therefore, although the VTA-
EM-dependent effects on cue selection confirm VTA-EM’s re-
inforcing properties, comparison with rodent results suggests
that VTA-EM in rodents is a stronger reinforcer than VTA-EM
in primates. Interestingly, operant reinforcement through op-
togenetic stimulation (OS) of dopamine neurons in rodents
can also require the concurrent use of a primary reinforcer
[3], but see [7, 32]. Because the majority of dopamine neurons
phasically respond to unexpected reward [33], the typical
motivational signal conveyed by the VTA to downstream struc-
tures likely involves VTA-wide activity. Therefore, a plausible
interpretation of these results is that someOS paradigms in ro-
dents (due to the smaller volume of tissue affected by OS [34])
and our EM paradigm in monkeys (due to the larger volume of
VTA in primates) excite a smaller proportion of the total popu-
lation of VTA neurons compared to rodent VTA-EM. Excitation
of this smaller population may result in a weaker motivational
signal and reduced behavioral effects. This is corroborated
by our comparison of VTA-EM- and juice-induced fMRI activity
within NA, which suggests that, in primates, natural reinforcers
(juice) more broadly increase activity throughout reward
structures. This may also explain why lower currents in the
fMRI experiment were sufficient to drive the dopaminergic
reward network, but higher currents were needed to reinforce
behavior. In addition, an important caveat is that unlike
the cell-type-specific OS now becoming common in rodent
studies, VTA-EM likely stimulates dopaminergic (w65% of
the population), GABAergic (w30%), and glutamatergic
(w5%) cell types with little to no selectivity. Interestingly, OS
of GABAergic VTA to NA projections has been shown to
enhance stimulus-outcome associations [35]. Therefore, the
Current Biology Vol 24 No 12
1352behavioral effect of VTA-EM’s indiscriminate activation of
VTA is likely a complex interaction of these different subpopu-
lations and their targets. Despite this limitation, VTA-EM is
an important first step in the causal understanding of VTA
activity on motivation, reinforcement, and plasticity within
the primate.
Comparison with Reinforcing Stimulation in Monkey
The primate exhibits greater dopamine innervation than the ro-
dent. This expansion is evident in both densely (e.g., motor
and premotor areas) and sparsely (i.e., parietal and temporal
areas) innervated regions [8]. Furthermore, the laminar distri-
bution of dopaminergic receptors differs between species,
with layer 1 receiving the highest receptor density in primates
while rodents display a more varied laminar distribution that is
sparse in upper layers [8, 36]. These structural differences
justify the importance of the primatemodel because they likely
affect function. Nonetheless, the few studies assessing the
reinforcing properties of EM in primate VTA or within a close
proximity of VTA were large-scale mapping studies [37–39].
In these experiments, numerous locations were stimulated
to determine reinforcing sites. The exact location of the EM
sites was then determined using post hoc, ex vivo histology.
Consequently, the behavioral experiments performed in these
studies were conducted without precise knowledge of elec-
trode positioning prohibiting a precisely targeted study of
VTA function.
In addition, previous studies attempting to investigate the
reinforcing effects of EM in VTA and neighboring structures
have used a simple lever-pressing task. Although these
studies demonstrated that EM reinforces operant behavior,
they did not demonstrate the specificity of this reinforcement.
For example, an important factor that governs Pavlovian and
operant reinforcement is the temporal contiguity of the cue
or the behavior and the reinforcement [40]. Because only one
response was used in these earlier mapping studies, such
studies cannot distinguish whether VTA-EM causes an aspe-
cific increase in motivated behavior or whether it elicits effects
that are specific to a particular cue or an action temporally
associated with VTA-EM. In contrast, the changes in cue se-
lection that we observed were dependent on temporal conti-
guity because increased cue selection was shown only for
the cue whose presentation (Pavlovian) or selection (operant)
was temporally coupled with VTA-EM. The specificity of this
effect confirms that VTA-EM reinforcement selectively attri-
butes motivational value to the cue temporally associated
with VTA-EM. Moreover, the Pavlovian experiment demon-
strates that VTA-EM can assign incentive motivation in a
cue-selective way in the absence of any direct association
with operant behavior.
In addition to VTA, EM has been shown to reinforce behavior
at several other sites in the primate brain. These regions
include NA, striatum, amygdala, OFC, lateral hypothalamus,
mediodorsal nucleus, and locus coeruleus [38, 39, 41–43].
Interestingly, the majority of these sites contain a high density
of dopamine receptors, and many of these same regions
showed increased fMRI activity in response to VTA-EM
and unexpected juice reward (see Figure 4 and Table S2).
Moreover, it has been shown that systemic dopamine receptor
blockade significantly reduced EM reinforcement within OFC,
hypothalamus, and locus coeruleus [44]. Taken together,
these findings suggest that these interconnected nodes
of the dopaminergic reward network play important roles in
reinforcement.The absence over the last 40 years of any studies of primate
VTA function causally linking activity with behavior and the
complete absence of any previous work focusing specifically
on VTA-EM highlight the difficulties of chronically targeting
this small, but profoundly important, structure in primates.
With the use of perioperative MRI-guided electrode implanta-
tion, we have circumvented these obstacles, allowing precise,
chronic targeting of VTA. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
the critical role of VTA in the selective reinforcement and
motivation of visual cue selection. Finally, we combined fMRI
with VTA-EM to demonstrate that VTA activity drives many of
the nodes in the dopaminergic reward system. This work
paves the way for future investigations of the relationship of
increased VTA activity to reinforcement, motivation, learning,
and plasticity throughout the primate brain.
Experimental Procedures
Please see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a full description of
the experimental design, methodology, and analysis.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures, three figures, two tables, and one movie and can be found with this
article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.04.044.
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